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Abstract. Cloud computing provides an elastic, as-a-Service resource
abstraction with a usage-based payment model, and is emerging as an
attracting computing paradigm. This is especially true for computing intensive application workflows with high-throughput requirements, such
as those involving large-scale image datasets. In this paper, we investigate
the usage of cloud computing to support a medical image registration
workflow using the CometCloud autonomic cloud computing framework.
CometCloud supports the execution on workflows on heterogeneous, dynamically federated (private and public) clouds, where the federation is
driven by application requirements and user objectives. Specifically, in
this investigation, we use objectives such as workflow execution deadlines
and budget constraints to provision the appropriate type and number of
resources, which are the federated with local private resources to provide
additional resources to satisfy the objectives. We experimentally tested
this cloud-based workflow on a large dataset containing two sets of consecutive digitized breast tissue specimens. This cloud computing based
image registration workflow shows promising results in its ability to meet
high-throughput, deadline driven requirements.
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Introduction

A set of image acquired at different time, or from different perspectives, will be
in different coordinate systems. It is therefore critical to align those images into
the same coordinate system before applying any following image analysis. Image
registration can be separated as rigid registration [1,2] and non-rigid registration [3,4]. Given the fixed and moving images, both problems can be described
as finding a linear/nonlinear transformation which maps each point in the fixed
image to a point in the moving image. There are usually two ways to describe the
transformations. The first method is to define a dense nonparametric model and
estimate the position of each point after the registration. Many nonrigid registration algorithm based on elastic deformations, such as fluid deformation based
algorithm [5,6] and Demon’s algorithm [7,8], fall into this category. The second
approach is to model the transformation by a function with some parameters.
By estimating those parameters, the algorithm can register each point in the

fixed image to the moving image. B-spline based image registration algorithm
belongs to this group. The modeling of the nonlinear deformation using B-spline
was introduced in [9]. Mutual information was used in [10] as the cost function
where the transformation is modeled as B-spline. A block nonlinear Gauss-Seidel
algorithm was used in [11] to minimize the cost function in 2D image registration, where the transformation is modeled as B-spline. B-spline transformation
was extended for 3D image registration in [12].
Public clouds have emerged as an important resource class enabling the renting of resources on-demand, and supporting a pay-as-you-go pricing policy. Furthermore, private clouds or data centers are exploring the possibility of scaling
out to public clouds to respond to un-anticipated resource requirements. As a
result, dynamically federated, hybrid cloud infrastructures that integrate enterprise datacenters, grids, private and/or public clouds are becoming increasingly important. Such federated cloud infrastructures also provide opportunities to improve application quality of service by allowing applications tasks to
be mapped to appropriate resource classes. For example, a typical application
workflow consists of multiple application stages, which in turn can be composed
of different application components with heterogeneous computing requirement
in terms of the complexity of the tasks, their execution time, as well as their data
requirements. Managing and optimizing these workflows on dynamically federated hybrid clouds can be challenging, especially since it requires simultaneously
addressing resource provisioning, scheduling and mapping while balancing QoS
with costs.
In this paper, we will present a fast and simple image registration algorithm,
and our major focus is its cloud computing based implementation. The algorithm
starts from an automatic detection of the landmarks followed by a coarse to fine
estimation of the nonlinear mapping. Multi-resolution orientation histograms is
used to obtain fast and dense local descriptor of the detected landmarks. Because there is a large portion of outliers in the initial landmark correspondence,
a robust estimator, RANSAC [13], is applied to reject outliers. The final refined inliers are used to robustly estimate a thin spline transform (TPS) [14]
to complete the final nonlinear registration. The algorithm is simple but also
robust enough to handle especially large transformation and deformation. The
algorithm is separated into several stages and put into a pipeline structure. This
pipeline structure is utilized as a workflow in the cloud computing environment.
The workflows are described for each image and deployed on the federated cloud
of Rutgers cluster and Amazon EC2 public cloud. We set a user constraint, or
deadline, to complete a certain number of pairs of images, then, resources are provisioned from the in-house cluster (Rutgers cluster) first, and cloudburst out to
public clouds (Amazon EC2) if more resources are required to meet the user constraint. The workflow framework is implemented on top of the CometCloud [15]
autonomic cloud engine, which supports dynamic cloud federation, autonomic
cloud bursting to scale out to public clouds, and autonomic cloud bridging to integrate multiple datacenters, grids and clouds on-demand. The workflow is fully
tested on a large dataset which contains consecutively cut breast tissue speci-

mens which are digitized using standard light microscope with Hematoxylin &
Eosin staining.
In Section 2 we introduce the image registration algorithm. In Section 3, we
describe the cloud implementation using the CometCloud including the cloud
computing experimental results. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper.
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Image Registration

The registration starts from automatic landmark detection. This step involves
the procedure of accurate detection of the prominent or salient points in the
image. Harris corner detector is applied to find the point with the large gradient
on all the directions (x and y direction for 2D image). After we detect the
landmarks, we can extract features from the neighborhood of each landmark. For
2D images, the local orientation histograms are used as the features for landmark
matching. The image is first convolved with the orientation filters. The filtering
response in the neighborhood around the landmarks is computed to compose
the local orientation histogram. The feature vector encodes the directions of the
edges at each landmark point and is proven to be quite effective especially when
the training samples are small [16].
Because the original matching landmark sets between image pairs contain
mis-matched landmarks. RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [13] is used to
reject outliers and robustly estimate the nonlinear transformation. The RANSAC
robust estimator randomly chooses a minimal subset of the landmarks to fit the
model. Measured by a cost function, the points within a small distance will be
considered as a consensus set. The size of the consensus set is called the model
support M . The algorithm is repeated multiple times and the model with the
largest support is called the robust fit.
The thin plate spline transform (TPS) is finally applied to estimate the nonlinear transformation between the fixed and moving image based on these robust
landmark correspondence. By minimizing the bending energy of the mapping
transformation T , TPS can provide a smooth matching function for each point
in both images. The resulting nonlinear transformation T is utilized to map the
moving image to the fixed image.
The algorithm is tested on two pairs of consecutively cut slides of breast tissue
specimens, which were digitized using standard light microscope. The staining
method is standard Hematoxylin & Eosin. We have total 460 image pairs and
some registration results are shown in Figure 1.
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High Throughput Image Registration Using Cloud
Computing

The whole registration algorithm contains both the linear registration and nonlinear registration procedures. Each procedure contains the same steps except
the final transformation estimation. The linear affine registration result is served
as the initial guess for the nonlinear image registration procedure to avoid the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. The registration results on pathology image specimens: From left to right:
the fixed image, the moving image, the difference image before registration and
the difference image after registration. Because fixed image and moving image
are presented as red and green, respectively, more yellow region represents higher
registration results. (a) and (b) are two consecutive breast cancer specimens. (c)
Synthetic transformation which contains 45 degree of rotation and 2 times of
scale change.
local minimum of the cost function during optimization. In Figure 2 we show the
executive time profile for each step in the proposed image registration algorithm.
Both linear and nonlinear registration procedures follow similar steps as shown
in Figure 2.
In order to utilize the cloud computing framework, we separate the whole
registration algorithm into four different stages. The first two stages represent
the linear registration part, where the first stage contains the filtering, landmark
detection and point matching steps, and the second stage contains the robust estimation and TPS transformation estimation steps. The last two stages contain
the nonlinear registration procedure with the same configuration of the steps
as linear registration procedure. This proposed pipeline structure by separating
the original algorithm into stages can balance the computation-intensive steps

Fig. 2. The time profile for the entire nonlinear registration algorithm

(e. g. point matching), memory intensive step (e. g. landmark detection), or
communication-intensive step (e. g. image input and output, filtering, etc.). By
carefully staging the image registration algorithm, we also prevent the unnecessary large image data transfer between computational nodes.
3.1

Workflow Framework Using CometCloud

A workflow consists of a sequence of stages and the output of one stage becomes
the input of the next stage. Each stage can have a quite heterogeneous resource
requirement because stages can run different applications, such as the combination of computation-intensive, memory-intensive, or communication-intensive
applications. Even though stages run the same application, each stage can have
different number of tasks, variable length of computation, etc. resulting from the
previous stage so as to require different resource requirements. Also, as different
types of resource classes, such as cluster, datacenter, grid and cloud can be consolidated and build a federated infrastructure, there can be more opportunities
to select appropriate resources for heterogeneous applications on-demand on the
fly.
The workflow framework is built using CometCloud [17,15], an autonomic
computing engine that enables the dynamic and on-demand federation of clouds
and grids as well as the deployment and execution of applications on these federated environments. It supports highly heterogeneous and dynamic cloud/grid
infrastructures, enabling the integration of public/private clouds and autonomic
cloud bursts, i.e., dynamic scale-out to clouds to address dynamic workloads,
spikes in demands, and other extreme requirements.
The workflow framework builds a federated cloud and runs user applications
on the federated cloud. A cloud can join or leave the federated cloud dynamically
to scale up/down. The resource status of nodes in each cloud, such as available
CPU, memory, network bandwidth, etc. are monitored and referred to make
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the workflow framework

decisions for scheduling jobs. An application or a sequence of applications described as a workflow is submitted to the workflow framework and consumed on
the federated cloud. Typically, a workflow consists of a sequence of applications
and the output of one stage becomes the input of the next stage. Hence, each
stage should be completed in an order. Furthermore, the workflow framework
can support other mostly used master/worker and MapReduce applications by
describing the workflow with a single stage.
Figure 3 shows the diagram of the workflow framework. The autonomic scheduler and cloud agents manages the federated cloud, and the workflow manager
and application agents are responsible to manage workflows. The workflow manager submits workflows from users into the CometCloud shared space and an
application agent picks up a stage from the space so as to consume it in its local
cloud. The detailed roles of each component are as follows.
– Autonomic scheduler: It is responsible for (1) managing the federated cloud
where a cloud dynamically joins or leaves and having a global resource view
for available nodes and working nodes, (2) monitoring resource status of
cloud nodes through the resource manager, and (3) scheduling stages by
selecting the mix of clouds and deciding the number of nodes per cloud
based on user objectives, changing resource status and workloads.
– Resource manager: It gathers realtime resource status of cloud nodes such as
CPU, memory and network bandwidth usage periodically from cloud agents.
It provides the resource status of a specific node, a group of nodes, nodes of
a cloud, or all nodes in the federated cloud to the autonomic scheduler as
requested.
– Cloud agent: It is responsible for joining and leaving the federated cloud
with a group of cloud nodes. It also manages and monitors local cloud nodes

and resource status. It observes dynamically changing node availability and
resource usage during the stage runs.
– Workflow manager: When it receives a new workflow, it asks a schedule for
the workflow to the autonomic scheduler, submits each stage of the workflow
in a sequence, monitors stage progress and receives the results of those stages.
Once the workflow is completed, it stores the results until the user retrieves
them.
– Application agent: It picks up a stage from the CometCloud shared space
and consumes it in its local cloud. It asks provisioning of workers to the
autonomic scheduler to execute the stage. After it completes the stage, it
sends the result to the workflow manager and asks releasing of workers to
the autonomic scheduler.
– File Manager: Before a stage starts, the relevant input data should be transferred to the cloud node where the stage runs. Also the output data should
be gathered in the workflow manager after a stage is completed so that
users can retrieve results in a short time. The file managers in the workflow
manager and application agents are responsible to transfer input or output
data.

3.2

Experiments

We used Rutgers cluster with 20 nodes as a local resource class where each node
has 8 cores, 6 GB memory, 146 GB storage and 1 GB Ethernet connection,
and Amazon EC2 as a public cloud for cloudburst. We used time constraints,
or deadline, as a user objective and cloud resources can be allocated to achieve
the user objective if the time constraint is too strict and the local resources are
not enough to meet the constraint. To decide the instance type of Amazon EC2
for cloudburst, we first benchmarked the runtime of each stage for an image on
several instance types. Table 1 shows that Rutgers cluster node shows better
performance than EC2 nodes and c1.medium instance type has the shortest
runtime among other EC2 instance types. We did not enable multi-threaded run
for multi-core systems, hence, the EC2 instance type which has more cores does
not decrease the runtime. Therefore, we used only c1.medium for cloudburst.
From this benchmarks, stage 2 and stage4 take less than 1 second, which is too
short compared to other stages, hence, we consists of two stages as a workflow
combining stage1 and stage2, and stage3 and stage4 instead of four stages.
Table 1. Benchmarks for an image on Rutgers node and EC2 instances.
(seconds) Rutgers c1.medium c1.xlarge m1.xlarge
stage1
14
17
18
21
stage2
<1
<1
<1
<1
stage3
14
17
18
21
stage4
<1
<1
<1
<1

The autonomic scheduler decides the number of EC2 nodes to achieve the
deadline by a simple calculation because the execution time of each image is approximately the same. Let us define Rn , Rt , Ri as the number of Rutgers nodes,
the benchmark time for executing an image by a Rutgers node, and the number
of images completed by Rutgers nodes, respectively. Also let us define En , Et ,
Ei as the number of EC2 nodes, the benchmark time of executing an image by
an EC2 node, and the number of images completed by EC2 nodes, respectively.
Then Ri for a given deadline, TD , is Ri = TD × Rn /Rt . If we represent the total
i )×Et
e. Therefore,
number of images to N , then Ei = N − Ri and En = d (Ni −R
TD
the number of EC2 nodes to be scheduled is
En = d

Ni
Rn
−
Et e
TD
Rt

(1)

Figure 4 shows the result of deadline-driven cloudburst. First, we ran the
whole images without cloudburst on 20 Rutgers nodes. The total number of
image pairs is 460 and the time-to-completion is 740 seconds as shown as no
deadline in the graphs. After then, we varied the deadline from 700 seconds to
200 seconds decreasing by 100 seconds. Figure 4 (a) shows that deadlines are
achieved well even though the overhead of transferring output image after a stage
does not considered in scheduling the number of nodes. When a worker completes
a stage, it puts the output file into the queue of its file server and picks up another
stage to execute immediately instead of waiting for the data transfer completed.
Note that the workflow manager and each application agent run their own file
servers and the file servers are responsible to transfer input/output files. This
can overlap data transfer time with image processing time, hence, it increases
the total time-to-completion insignificantly. The number of scheduled EC2 nodes
is shown in (c) and the total number of executed images completed by Rutgers
nodes and EC2 nodes are presented in (b). The figure (d) shows EC2 cost to
achieve each deadline limit and it is calculated based on EC2 pricing policy
which bills $0.17 hourly for c1.medium instance type.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a cloud computing based image registration application.
We propose a deadline driven approach, which shows promising results when
running a simple image registration algorithm using cloud services. It is quite
clear that cloud computing can play an important role in other high-throughput,
large-scale medical image analysis applications.
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Fig. 4. The result of deadline-driven cloudburst: (a)Time-to-completion varying deadline constraints. (b)Images completed by each resource class. (c)The
allocated EC2 nodes to achieve the deadline. (d)EC2 cost for renting instances.
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